Banner Arms
Cast Aluminum

DESCRIPTION
The banner arms shall consist of a
round, extruded aluminum pipe and a
removable cast aluminum end cap.
Bottom eyebolts and banner arms with
breakaway couplings, are optional and
recommended because of the wind load
from the banner.

Removable Standard Half Sphere Cap ( H)
Standard 1" Pipe Arm
(1.32" O.D.)

24"
or required length
BA24H/1/BO
(banner arm, 24" lg.,1" Ø,
with bolt-on mounting)

SPECIFICATIONS

1-1/2" Pipe Arm
(1.9" O.D.)

BA24H/1.5/BO
(banner arm, 24" lg.,1.5" Ø,
with bolt-on mounting)

Other size Banner Arms Available:
BAXX H/.75

BAXX H/1.25

[banner arm, XX" lg.,
3/4" pipe (1.05" O.D.)]

[banner arm, XX" lg.,
1-1/4" pipe (1.66" O.D.)]

CONSTRUCTION
The banner arm shall be welded to a
mounting plate or a post clamp. All
welding shall be per ANSI/AWS D1.2-90.
All welders shall be certified per
ANSI/AWS D1.2-90 Section 5.
MATERIALS
The end caps shall be, cast aluminum
produced from certified ASTM 356.1
ingot per ASTM B-179-95a or ASTM
B26-95. The banner arm, mounting plate
and post clamp shall be aluminum,
ASTM 6061 alloy, heat treated to a T6
temper. All hardware shall be stainless
steel.

OTHER MOUNTING OPTIONS

BA24H/1/CO

-EB/BO

-EB/CO

(banner arm with clamp-on mounting)

(eyebolt mounted
to post for securing
banner bottom

(eyebolt with clamp on
mounting for securing
banner bottom)

OTHER OPTIONS

BAXX B
(ball end cap)

BAXX A
(acorn end cap)

BAXX R

BBA24H/1/BO

(raleigh end cap)

(break-away banner arm)

INSTALLATION
The bolt-on banner arm shall bolt to a
mounting channel provided on the side
of the post with four stainless steel
screws. Eyebolts shall screw into the
post or clamp on. All clamp-on
mountings shall clamp around the post,
secured with four 3/8" hex head bolts.
(Post dia. at mounting point must be
specified.) A minimum mounting height
of 10 feet is recommended for the bottom
banner arm. (Arms are not designed for
pedestrian interference.) (For information
on specifying orientation and mounting
heights see "Orientation Guide" in the
back of the Accessories section of
catalog.)
(Banners to be provided by others.)
DIMENSIONS
The banner arms shall be available in
1.05", 1.32", 1.66" or 1.9" O.D. and to
the specified length.

CUSTOMS

For finish specifications and color
options see "Finish" section in catalog.

BA24H/1/BO/ 2EB

BA24H/1/BO/S/ 2EB

(two eyebolts on arm)

(decorative scroll & two eyebolts on arm)

Banner arms can add substantial wind loading to the post you select.
Please coordinate the correct post size and style with the factory.
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Cast Aluminum

MOUNTING DETAILS
Bolt-On Mounting

Clamp On Mounting

XX"

XX"

Clamp with (4) 3/8" Hex Hd.
Bolts to Clamp On Post

(4) Stainless Steel Screws to Post

BAXX H/1/BO

BAXX H/1/CO

SUGGESTED BANNER ARM USAGE
BA30B/1/BO*

2BBA26H/1/BO*

BA18R/1.25/CO2(180)5

(Banner Arm, 30", Ball end
cap / 1" Ø / Bolt On)

(2 Break-away Banner Arms,
26", Half sphere end cap /
1" Ø / Bolt On)

(Banner Arms, 18", Raleigh end cap / 1.25" Ø /
Clamp On, 2 arms at 180°, 5" Ø post shaft)

30"
28" wide banner

26"
24" wide banner

NOTE:
*For two banners (using the
arm and eyebolt with the bolt-on
mounting only) add a 2 before
the part no. ( 2BA30B/1/BO-2EB/BO )

18"
16" wide banner

NOTE:
*For two banners (using the break-away
arms with bolt-on mounting only) add a
4 before the part no. ( 4BBA26H/1/BO)

NOTE:
* For information on specifying orientation and mounting heights see Orientaion Guide in the
back of the Accessories section in the catalog. A minimum mounting height of 10' is recommended
for the bottom banner arm.
* Banners not furnished by Holophane.

ORDERING GUIDE

sample catalog number
2BBA24H/1/BO-2EB/BO-CA/BK

Banner Arms (check appropriate boxes)
(fill in _ _ with desired arm length in inches)
BA _ _ Std. Banner arm
BBA _ _ Break-away Banner arm
Banner Arm End Caps
H
Std. Half Sphere Cap
B
Ball Cap
A
Acorn Cap
R
Raleigh Cap
Banner Arm Diameters
/.75
3/4" Pipe (1.05" O.D.)
/1
Std.1" Pipe (1.32" O.D.)
/1.25 1-1/4" Pipe (1.66" O.D.)
/1.5
1-1/2" Pipe (1.9" O.D.)

EB/CO2(180)5
(Eye Bolts / Clamp-On, 2 at
180°, 5" Ø post shaft)

banner arm, end cap / Arm Ø / mounting option -eyebolt -material / finish
2BBA24
H
/
1
/
BO
-2EB/BO -CA/BK

Mounting Options
(fill in _ _ with diameter of post shaft, at clamp, in inches)
/BO
Bolt On (Bolts onto Post)
/CO _ _
Clamp On (Clamps around Post)
/CO2(180) _ _ Clamp On (two arms at 180°)
/CO2(90) _ _ Clamp On (two arms at 90°)
/CO3(90) _ _ Clamp On (three arms at 90°)
/CO4(90) _ _ Clamp On (four arms at 90°)

Eyebolts (for securing banner bottom)
(fill in _ _ with diameter of post shaft, at clamp, in inches)
-EB/BO
Bolt On Eyebolt (Bolts onto Post)
-EB/CO _ _
Clamp On Eyebolt (Clamps around Post)
-EB/CO2(180) _ _ Clamp On Eyebolt (two arms at 180°)
-EB/CO2(90) _ _ Clamp On Eyebolt (two arms at 90°)
-EB/CO3(90) _ _ Clamp On Eyebolt (three arms at 90°)
-EB/CO4(90) _ _ Clamp On Eyebolt (four arms at 90°)

Options
/2EB
/S/2EB

Material / Finish
-CA/BK
Cast Alum./Black (Std.)
-CA/DB
Cast Alum./Dark Bronze
-CA/DG
Cast Alum./Dark Green
-CA/CC
Cast Alum./Custom Color
-CA/PP
Cast Alum./Prime Painted

Two Eyebolts on Arm
Decorative Scroll & Eyebolts on Arm
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